Everyone… church-goer or not, who wants to participate in Christian
pilgrimage is welcome.

“Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God have mercy on us.”

For your safety

We suggest you walk in company and let someone know your route and
estimated time of arrival. Take a mobile phone with you. Wear suitable
footwear and have a waterproof. For those walking at dusk or in poor visibility
it would be wise to have a torch and high visibility clothing.
Every care has been taken with the route directions and maps but we suggest
you take the relevant Ordnance Survey map/s with you.

More on the circular route around Coventry – a
Coventry Way

A Coventry Way Association organise a challenge each Spring, to complete the
circular Coventry Way (40 miles) in one day starting from the Queen’s Head,
Meriden. You can find out more at www.acoventryway.org.uk

“Circle us Lord, keep protection near and danger afar.”

Coventry Pilgrimage
We hope you will enjoy walking some or all of the route detailed in
this booklet. Most of it follows ‘A Coventry Way’ in a circular route
around the city. The route detailed here adds sections to this in order
to take you to the churches that have supported pilgrims in the past.
The Coventry Pilgrimage route goes through the towns, villages and
areas of Meriden, Berkswell, Carol Green, Burton Green, Crackley,
Kenilworth, Stoneleigh, Stareton, Bubbenhall, Ryton-on-Dunsmore,
Wolston, Bretford, Brinklow, Nettle Hill, Ansty, Barnacle, Bedworth,
Fillongley, Corley Moor, Allesley, Coundon, Spon End and Coventry.
The hope is it will continue over the years and grow into what the
communities on the route want to make of it – perhaps even into a
pilgrimage such as the route to Santiago de Compostela.
We are indebted to ‘A Coventry Way Association’ for their generous
and skilled help and support – you will see many of their waymarks
on your walk and will doubtless feel grateful too! Please pray a
blessing on them as well as communities, pubs, businesses and
landowners along the route. And, be a means of blessing to them as
you travel. Be open to the process of pilgrimage and to the Lord of
All to change you and the area in which you travel.
Our city has a precious ministry - Peace and Reconciliation. The
Coventry Litany of Reconciliation is at the back of this booklet for you
to enjoy, mediate on and pray during your pilgrimage. Let it be one
of many prayers for our city.
God bless you
2016

Map No 1

Direction of walk on map: Top/Bottom

1. From the churchyard (St Laurence’s, Meriden) bear left on churchyard path
thro’ gate into road.
2. Turn right and follow road around to the right, pass Old Vicarage on left and
just before road turns sharp right enter field on left by gap at side of metal gate,
(Waymark Post). Half left towards boundary on left.
3. Keep hedge left, then cross footbridge just right of field corner.
4. With hedge left, along field edge to reach kissing gate in corner, half left thro’
next field (leave hedge curving away to left), thro’ gap at corner, then with hedge
on left uphill to go thro’ “Bristol Gate” (pedestrian gate within a field gate).
5. Slightly left uphill across field to leave through a wooden kissing gate in the
middle of opposite boundary (right of wooden fence).
6. Cross field half left and exit thro’ gate into farm access track and forward down
gravel track to road.
(Note: Farm is called “The Byre” and the road Back Lane)

Map No 2

Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom

1. Continue with care over road, and thro’ gate into field, with hedge on left follow
farm track and after 100m go thro’ hedge gap (Coventry Way waymark on large
tree). Continue forward with hedge on right across field.
2. At the end of this field, go forward thro’ hedge gap, pass larger gap on right to
continue forward with hedge on right to reach footbridge. Then thro’ gate in
corner.
3. Bear left, and continue forward, passing pool close on your right. Continue
forward across field aiming for corner of field. Coventry Pilgrimage now departs
from Coventry Way to reach St John the Baptist’s, Berkswell. At this point turn
right thro’ gate (HoE Way). Follow track 750m to road.
4. Turn left along footpath 270m. Cross road with care to go thro’ kissing gate
opposite. Fwd thro’ second gate and along fenced walkway to go thro’ two more
gates into church yard.
5. Fwd, wall on left 100m to go thro’ old metal gate. Turn right to church thro’
gate/twisted metal arch.
6. From church, leave through gate with twisted metal arch and continue fwd 200m
to Berkswell crossroads. Then, with care cross road and continue 200m up
Coventry Road.
7. Just past Pound Close, turn right into narrow walkway and thro’ kissing gate.
Fwd across large field to cross stile in hedge. Over track and thro’ gap to veer
left over field and cross style. Fwd across field to reach a fence at the end of a
lane. Turn right with hedge on left to reach outward hedge corner with finger
post, (now back on Coventry Way).
8. Cross open field, aiming for another ‘outward hedge’ corner just left and in front
of pylon. Continue forward with hedge on right under power lines to field corner.
9. Go thro’ kissing gate, over bridge, turn left, and with hedge on left continue
forward to next field corner.
10. Thro’ a kissing gate, across boardwalk, then turn Left and keep hedge on left to
go thro’ another kissing gate. Forward with fence on right, thro’ a wet section to
reach and cross a ditch by way of a long sleeper bridge thro’ gap in hedge.
11. Across next open field (leave hedge curving away to left) to a kissing gate, but
do not go thro’, turn Right and with hedge on left continue to go thro’ gates &
over a footbridge at field corner.
12. In field, keep hedge left to go thro’ gates & another footbridge in field corner.
Veer slightly right thro’ open field to cross a wide concrete bridge & thro’ k’gate.
13. Forward along track to keep right of garden boundary and exit through a k/g
then a stile to the road (Spencer’s Lane).
14. With care, Turn Left and then Right along Truggist Lane, fork Left into
Hodgett’s Lane.

Map No 3

Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom

1. Proceed with care along Hodgett’s Lane and go over Railway Bridge, then
immediately turn Right down lane.
2. Approx. 200m down lane pass detached house on left (Beechwood Farm
Cottage) and turn Left through a pedestrian gate, half right across track and
through a second gate, then forward to reach a stile.
3. Over stile and turn Left along gravel drive for approx. 40m, turn Left and enter
area containing rubble, then climb the stile a short distance in front on your right.
4. Keep hedge on right and go forward under overhead power lines to climb a stile.
5. Keep hedge on right, bear round right to go thro’ hedge gap, then over
footbridge, climb stile and steps up to the Kenilworth - Berkswell Greenway
(disused railway).
Turn Left along the Greenway. Continue on Greenway past electrical substation
(1.4km). On special occasion pilgrimage may involve a short detour to Burton
Green Village Hall. In which case, turn Left thro’ metal k/gate by horse mounting
block. Fwd thro’ wood to lane, turn Right, with care on lane to reach Burton Green
Village Hall on right. On leaving the village hall, retrace route back to Greenway,
turn Left.
6. Continue on Greenway for 2.7km to reach a tall mesh fence and hedge left, fwd
approx 200m and turn Right before bridge to take downhill zig zag track to Hollis
Lane. With care on lane, turn Right. After approx 1.3km with care, cross road at
T junction, turn Left, continue on pavement to follow Fieldgate Lane to
crossroads. Use crossing to go downhill into Bridge St, fwd 50m, turn Right
thro’ gap in stone wall and up steps. Fwd across car park to St Nicholas Church.
On leaving the church return to crossroads and With Care turn Right into New
St, 200m turn Right into Manor Rd, 100m turn Left into Tainters Hill, immediately
Right into Lower Ladyes Hills, fwd, continue on track and thro’ metal zig zags to
pick up Centenary Way markers. Fwd on gravel track, to railway bridge.

7. Initially keep hedge on left and in a short distance aim
forward across field just right of farmhouse to track.

6. Go through kissing gate on right just past this hedge
corner. Then turn Left.

5. Continue forward to left of large Oak tree, then with
double row of trees on your right, follow waymarks till
Waymark Post indicates veer right to enter conifers,
then cross fairway, thro’ more trees and cross next
fairway to an outward hedge corner.

4. Take care, “flying golf balls” as you cross
fairways Entering course stay with hedge on left past
two hedge gaps. Turn Right at corner, pass next gap
and turn Left at Waymark post.

3. Proceed to junction with Frythe Close on left,
immediately above the Close turn Left to take path
thro’ fenced walkway, continue along to enter golf
course.

grass verge.

12. With care, turn Right and cross over road (B4115) to

11. Caution with road crossings. Half Right to go over
slip road and then over bypass bridge and continue
down road (Pavement on left) to junction with B4115.

10. Turn Left through kissing gate, and keeping bypass on
right, forward and thro’ another kissing gate, continue
to field corner, thro’ kissing gate, and up steps to
Stoneleigh Rd.

9. With fence on left continue to the hedge (Warwick
bypass boundary).

2. At junction with Dalehouse Lane, with care turn Right
and then Left up Knowle Hill (pavement on Left hand
side).

1.

8. Cross track and continue forward across field to exit
through a kissing gate & forward onto a tarmac track.
Forward with house on right and thro’ gate into field.

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

Go under railway bridge and keep right alongside
stream to reach and go thro’ gate into Common Lane.
Do not cross. Turn Right and with care cross bridge.

Map No 4

Map No 5

Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom

1. Fwd, hedge on left for approx 40m.
2. Thro’ kissing gate on Left, then turn right, hedge right and fwd through kissing
gate. Forward to another kissing gate. Do not go through. Turn Left and
cross field and over farm track to go through a kissing gate off the field corner.
3. Continue over second field keeping hedge left, fence right & go through kissing
gate ahead.
4. Follow enclosed path to road (Vicarage Rd. Stoneleigh).
5. Cross over road, down tarmac track. To visit St Mary’s, Stoneleigh, turn left
before bridge to church in the field. On leaving the church, retrace steps and
continue, over bridge (River Sowe), bear right in front of cottages then follow up
path that bears left uphill to a kissing gate.
6. Thro’ gate straight on using fence on left as a guide continue to Way Mark Post,
veer Left for right hand side of fenced pool, half Left to reach road thro’ two
kissing gates.
7. Turn Right along road (pavement) for approx. 40m cross road with care
Through a kissing gate and bear right to go through second kissing gate.
8. Half Right down field passing groups of trees on your right to go over two
bridges (first possibly dry and second River Avon).
9. Shortly pass over tarmac track, keeping straight on climb up thro’ the trees to a
gate that leads to a short enclosed path and another gate to the road at Stareton
10. Turn Left along road, with care for approx. 1 Kilometre.

13. Turn Right up path, hedge on right to climb stile, turn
Left and descend with conifer hedge left to climb stile
into field.
14. Cross field aiming for St Giles’, Bubbenhall, enter
churchyard thro’ gate and exit at front gate.
15. Continue forward up road to reach main road and in a
short distance turn Left down Lower End.

Fwd along path, over footbridge, and thro’ kissing
gate.

Continue forward with hedge on right and thro’
another kissing gate.

In the next field with hedge on right continue for
approx 100m to a Coventry Way waymark post.

Turn left at post and aim for “out of sight” top right
hand field corner. Thro' kissing gate in corner.

Continue with fence and gate on left for 15m, Left
thro' kissing gate and proceed along field with hedge
on left thro' kissing gate just off field corner.

With pool on left, half right across field, aiming to left
of house. Cross a farm track (with gates) then thro'
kissing gate in corner next to garden and exit onto
road.

Cross road with care and go thro’ kissing gate, then
thro’ kissing gate in hedge on right. Turn Left up field
approx’ 70m and then thro’ kissing gate on left.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

16.

Continue down Lower End past The Malt Shovel pub
on
your
right
and
past
village
hall.

12. With care, turn Left down road for approx. 250m and
go through gate on Right.

11. Exit private property (right of way exists) down drive
to road.

200m from junction and where spinney ends turn
Right over bridge and into an enclosed path.

2.

10. Turn Right with hedge on right up thro’ field to cross a
stile into a fenced walkway with large garden on left.
Then follow round keeping a disused quarry on
right (Take care).

With care, turn Left at road junction and then after
400m at Tantara Lodge turn Right.

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

1.

Map No 6

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

8. Turn Left for 45m (pavement) [Caution road
crossing] turn Right cross road and enter a wire

7. Half left across field to climb stile in corner to road.

6. Keep in fenced walkway as it turns left and then right,
to reach and thro' kissing gate into small horsefield.

5. Cross stile & keep hedge on left and follow round left to
go over stile and small bridge in corner of field.

4. Turn Right keeping hedge on left and initially fence
right keep forward ignoring the track that goes off to
the right.

3. Continue now with hedge on left past small clump of
trees on right until reaching fence 600m ahead.

2. At end of hedge continue forward thro’ open fields for
approx. 700m.

1. Continue straight on thro’ gap at side of metal gate with
hedge on right along established farm track.

Map No 7

12. Take pedestrian subway under A45 and exit Left up
slope into Church Road. Continue for 30m to reach
churchyard gate of St Leonard’s, Ryton on
Dunsmore on your right. When leaving church return
to gate and turn Left. Stay on footpath around corner
to reach A45 and continue past bus shelter.

11. Turn Left passing the Blacksmiths Arms on right to
reach shops in lay-by adjacent to the A45.

10. Turn Left up road, ignoring cul-de-sac, after 120m turn
Right to pass post box to reach the High Street.

9. Continue forward over bridge for 300m to end of
compound. Turn Right to go thro’ a kissing gate.
Keeping concrete/wire fence on right, forward and
round to end of enclosed path. Through a kissing gate
on your left to join road.

fenced walkway between new Prologis Park Ryton and
(old) Peugeot car compound.

Continue along pavement adjacent to A45 for 500m
and climb up steps & thro’ gap on left, just after large
road sign.

Straight ahead, uphill over open field with two isolated
trees on right, keep forward and as you begin to
descend keep the incoming hedge on your right to the
bottom.

(see “Beware Gravel Works notice Map No 8) Over
footbridge and half right across field to another
footbridge.

After this footbridge half right again and aim for the
telegraph pole on the right of two ahead.

Go thro walkway, adjacent to gate with sewage works
fence on your left to reach field.

Follow the way marked route. Turn Left with hedge
left & follow round corner to reach and go thro' gap in
hedge on left.

Take a half turn right and aim for another gap in
hedgerow.

Continue forward in same direction to reach farm track.

Turn Left and immediately Right and aim for middle of
wooded area ahead to reach a fenced path.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

1.

Map No 8

15. Fwd to T-junction turn Right (The Priory is on your
left).

14. Continue along road (do not turn off) straight on into
Meadow Road and at end of this road (T junction) turn
Left.

13. When leaving the church retrace steps back to
“Coventry Way” to cross over stream bridge to reach
main road by the war memorial. Cross road with care
and take the small tarmac path to the right of the “Old
Post Office” to reach a road, (Larchfields).

12. Turn Left (leaving the Coventry Way) to reach, in
200m, St Margaret’s, Wolston.

11. Exit path and turn Left and keeping woods on left,
continue to pass ends of three cul-de-sac roads to
reach the fourth (Paddocks Close).

10. Continue along path with playing field fence on your
right and shortly with woods on left follow it around to
right and right again.

Map No 9

Direction of walk on map Bottom/Top

1. Continue along lane to go under railway bridge and shortly ahead over cattle
grid onto farm track.
2. The track bends slightly to the right before a cattle grid into the next field.
3. Continue forward and turn Right in front of Mill houses and then Left thro’
farmyard. DO NOT RUN IF CATTLE ARE IN FIELD
4. Follow green track across open field with river far left, thro’ field gate into next
field DO NOT LEAVE THIS GATE OPEN
5. Continue forward, wire fence on right, to exit field thro' field gate ahead.
6. With River Avon now close on left, continue to exit thro’ kissing gate into private
drive, follow down to road.
7. Turn Left along road verge for 20m then with care cross road to go thro’ kissing
gate opposite. DO NOT continue on busy Fosse Way - please use “behind
the hedge route for safety.
8. Turn Left thro’ gate with hedge left for about 300m. Thro’ pedestrian gate &
cross road with care to bus shelter.
9. Keep on pavement over bridge to junction with A428.
(Note: The Queen’s Head is on right along to the right)
10. Take care at this junction. Cross over busy road into enclosed uphill track to
the left of cottage.
11. Continue uphill, track is often very muddy, to reach the junction of four paths.

Map No 10

Direction of walk on map Bottom/Top

1. At junction of four tracks continue forward, do not turn left or right and after a
kilometre enter road.
2. Bear right, almost immediately Right into field via gap, then turn Left, keep
hedge on left to meet garden fence of houses ahead.
3. Turn Right keep garden fences on left, hedge on right after approx. 120m,
continue to reach passageway to exit onto road (Bull’s Head opposite to your
left).
4. Turn Right and continue for 30m, cross with care to opposite pavement just
past the junction to Broad Street, continue forward, pass Home Farm on left to
just before a sharp bend in main road.
5. Thro’ gate on left into field and aim for top left hand corner, immediately right of
farm buildings (can be very rough and often muddy underfoot).
6. Follow farm track round to the right & thro’ pedestrian gate (old canal spur on
right & left). Thro’ a second gate and continue forward making for top left hand
corner of field. DO NOT RUN IF CATTLE ARE IN FIELD
7. Thro’ kissing gate and Left along enclosed path then thro' gap and climb steps
on right up to Motte and Bailey complex.
8. Walk across with the highest point on your right to exit thro’ kissing gate onto
road (Ell Lane).
9. With care, turn Left down road and turn Left again at junction. St John the
Baptist’s, Brinklow is 200m on the left.
10. On leaving the church, take care crossing road, turn Left and almost opposite
The Raven (PH) turn Right into Barr Lane.
11. Continue down to car park adjacent playground.
12. At tarmac end forward along farm track for approx. 15m where the track bears
right, enter field thro’ kissing gate on left, leave hedge curving away to right and
aim to pass two isolated trees on left towards hedgeline.
13. Go thro’ kissing gate to right of hedged pool, turn Right and with hedge on right
continue to field corner and go through kissing gate into the next field.
14.

Take footpath to the right and keep hedge on right to field corner.

Map No 11

Direction of walk on map Bottom/Top

1. Go through gate into next field.
2. Continue with hedge on right under overhead power lines to go thro’ kissing gate
in corner.
3. Bearing Right along bridle track cross over Pedlar’s Bridge to road.
4. With care turn Left and then shortly Right and up to bridge over canal (Grimes
Bridge).
5. Just before bridge gain access to canal towpath on your Left.
6. Follow towpath (canal on your right!) to go under Motorway (M6), and then a
metal bridge (Nettle Hill Bridge).

6. Veer Right thro’ rising enclosure to go over canal
bridge and thro’ a gate into enclosed path leading to
road.

5. Veer Left across field to reach and go thro' a kissing
gate to the right of a field gate.

4. In 10m on your left, enter a field by climbing the stile at
side of gate (Note this is almost opposite the
entrance to Ansty Golf Club.

3. Keeping hedge on right continue to pass thro’ bridle
gate in hedge and then forward to reach the road.
Cross road with care and turn Right.

2. Turn Left along track and where track bends left
continue forward approx 100m to reach an outward
field corner.

Map No 12
Direction of walk on map Right/Left
1. Continue along towpath, ignore signs leading up to
Centenary Way. After 800m when the five arch
railway viaduct is over on your right descend, steps
on your left and turn Right onto track.

11. Still with motorway on right continue thro’ kissing
gate into field and continue forward to field corner.

10. Turn Right as you exit under bridge, thro’ a kissing
gate and keeping motorway on your right up into
corner.

9. Keeping canal on left forward thro’ three kissing gates
to go under motorway bridge (M69).

8. On leaving the church, half left to cross stile in hedge
and aim for hedgerow and buildings ahead. On
reaching telegraph pole turn Right down to canal.

7. Cross road with care, turn Right on pavement for
100m. Turn Left into track, thro’ gate, 200m to reach
St James’, Ansty.

Direction of walk on map Right/Left

8. With care cross road and continue up Spring Road
opposite. Just before the cattle grid enter field on right

7. Follow path, fence left, to reach and go through a gate,
and continue on similar line to an ‘outward’ hedge
corner. Half right to end of field and through another
gate into the road. Turn Left.

6. With care, cross over & turn Right then follow hedge
of house on left (No43) around to enter a rough field.

5. Bear right with hedge on right and follow into walkway
between the gardens to reach road.

4. Half right across field to go thro’ kissing gate next to
gate with village beyond.

3. With care, turn Left and 110m along road turn Right
and enter drive to Hall and immediately thro’ kissing
gate on left.

2. Continue with hedge on right and go thro’ kissing gate
to road.

1. At field corner turn Left and with hedge on right
continue up to corner and climb stile next to metal gate
just off field corner.

Map No 13

reach and go thro’ small spinney via kissing gates.

12. With hedge left and earthbank on right, go forward to

11. Go forward up track with pools on left to reach
waymark post at outward hedge corner.

10. With care, turn Left along road for about 15m and
into wide shale track on other side of road (signed
“Hollyhurst Lakes”).

9. Turn Right at corner (ignore gap), follow around
keeping hedge left, ignore gap, until stile at the
roadside is reached.

via two gates. Cross field leaving hedge on right to
cross a 4m footbridge ahead. Turn Left to track then
Right and continue along track to hedge line ahead.

Direction of walk on map Right /Left

6. On leaving church continue fwd along cobbled
pathway, between gate posts, & turn Left down
path to reach road. Cross road using pedestrian

5. Follow safety railings Left to cross Coventry Rd.
Turn Right & enter High Street. Fwd passing Police
Station on left & reach All Saints’, Bedworth on left.
Enter using cobbled pathway.

4. 30m after bridge, (leave Coventry Way) fork Right up
path & continue uphill to go thro’ gap at top & turn
Right onto tarmac path. Follow path round approx.
400m to path crossing. Fwd with Bowling Green &
Tennis Courts on right to reach a car park area.
Keep Left, hedge left uphill to exit park by traffic
island.

3. Over bridge immediately turn Left thro’ metal barriers
to right hand side of canal branch, passing
footbridge on left to go under a railway bridge.

2. Turn Right and walk down ‘concrete’ lane curving left
and then right to reach bridge over canal.

1. Turn Left, wood on right, and follow round right to
reach and cross stile in left hand fence between the
two sets of overhead power lines ahead.

Map No 14

10. Turn Left into cul-de-sac, at far corner right enter
gap and turn immediately Right along fence line
under bypass bridge, turn Right on exit to follow
bypass on right.

9. Keep on Dalton Rd and avoid any turning up to the
right to reach Delamare Rd at the end.

8. Over open area to road turn Left and then second
Right along Dalton Rd.

7. Fwd to reach & turn Right into Tower Rd (back on
Coventry Way). Continue along road to pass water
tower on left & reach an open grassed area.

crossing & turn Left. In a short distance fork Right
into Saunders Avenue.

Cross road with care (Heath Road) and enter
walkway ahead to reach cul-de-sac with green on right,
keep forward thro’ entry to enter road (The Rowans).

Continue forward to road junction and cross with care
to path with children’s play area on right.

At the end of path, go through metal barriers and veer
left with path over bridge.

Exit bridge and take right fork of tarmac path to reach
road. Fwd over road to reach second road.

Cross over and keep hedge on right over ‘green’ to
reach a traffic island (Buttercup Way is to your right).

Go straight across at island into Daffodil Drive, and
continue forward to reach Astley Lane at small traffic
island.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Continue up path with bypass on your right thro’ the
zig-zag, 50m from zig-zag and just before wooden fence
starts on left turn Left up minor road to pass houses on
right.

Direction of walk on map Right/Left

1.

Map No 15

Turn right into Astley Lane and continue forward for
approx’ 900 metres using pavement & verges. Take
special care. Can be a very busy road with fast traffic.
Turn right into Astley Lane and continue forward for
approx’ 900 metres using pavement & verges. Take
special care. Can be a very busy road with fast traffic.
Over stream at bend in road, then cross road with
care and turn Left over stile into field - (before the
entrance to old colliery on right and road going up-hill).
Cross field with hedge on near right to go thro’ metal
gate (maybe a gap) just off corner.
Keep hedge on right and at the spinney ahead go left
and right to a field corner.
Go through kissing gate, then over sleeper bridge,
turn Left to corner and then Right.
Then, with
ditch/stream on left, reach and cross an earth-bridge over
ditch. Continue forward to reach a second earth-bridge
over ditch/stream.

9.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

11. Half right and thro’ kissing gate and across rough field
to go through a second kissing gate in field corner.
12. Continue with hedge on right to go thro’ gate into next
field. Continue forward still with hedge on right to field
corner and thro’ kissing gate onto road.

3. Turn Right, and with hedge on right continue forward
to pass a small copse.

4. Keeping hedge on right keep forward ignoring any
hedge gaps on right to reach a spinney on your right.

8. Thro’ gate and turn Left down drive and over a stile at
side of gate to reach road.

7. Turn Right and follow hedge around (barn on right) to
corner and then left to metal gate.

6. Half left towards an ‘outward’ corner (Poplar trees) and
follow with wire fence/ hedge on right to climb stile in
field corner.

13. With care turn left down road (Square Lane) passing a
group of houses on right.

10. Along road passing bungalow and farm outbuildings
on left. In approx. 100m just before the drive to Farm
on right, turn Left over ditch & thro’ kissing gate.

2. At metal gate, go thro’ into farm area, keep on farm
track towards farm buildings and in 60m go thro metal
gate on left.

5. Continue with hedge on right for nearly 500m, climb a
stile (maybe a gap) in corner of field (wire fence/
hedge).

9. With care at road turn Right and then immediately
take the Left Fork (Breach Oak Lane).

Direction of walk on map Right/Left

1. Cross over earth bridge; aim half right uphill to farm
buildings ahead crossing over a large open field.

Map No 16

10. Turn left, hedge left & follow round edge of field to opposite
side (ignore grass track on left) still following North Arden
Trail. Continue with hedge on left along field edge for two
fields.

13. Cross bridge & descending in 20m take path on left down
bank thro’ gate to a wooden paddock fence.
14. Forward with paddock fence & hedge on left, across
sleeper bridges & thro’ a lightly wooded & muddy copse
followed by an open area (Corley Moor).
15. Follow path on grass. Keep outbuildings on your right to
reach a Waymark Post then join a surfaced track.
Continue up track to road.
16. To complete/continue Coventry Way use map 18. For

Climb stile left of gate, fwd with pool on your right to
corner, turn Left thro’ pedestrian gate into field.

Aim slightly right across large field towards middle of tree
line left of farm buildings to reach hedge, and then turn
Right, (leave Coventry Way) hedge left, 80m to outward
hedge corner.

Cross field to go thro’ kissing gate. Veer Right up field to
go thro’ kissing gate into lane. Turn Left for 10m and thro’
kissing gate on opposite side of road.

Veer Right across field and thro’ kissing gate and then
veer Left, hedge left downhill to gate. Cross narrow field
then turn Left hedge right to reach kissing gate.

Cross track, thro’ gate and fwd hedge right to reach and
cross footbridge. Veer Left across field, thro’ kissing gate
into sports field.

Fwd, hedge and stream left. Pass play area and brick
buildings on left to exit onto road. Turn Left along road for
200m to Fillongley Church on right.

On leaving church turn Right to exit churchyard thro’ lych
gate. With care cross road. Turn Left down pavement
passing “The Manor House”. At the end of metal railings
turn Right up drive 30m to reach and go thru' wooden gate
(North Arden Trail)

Down steps, cross bridge & thro' two gates. Turn Left,
fence left, & after approx’ 100m thro' kissing gate on left.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Sherbourne Valley Way to Coventry turn Left with care
to Bull and Butcher (PH) 50m and use maps 19-21.

12. Turn half left to go thro’ a gap and climb up steep steps to
reach a concrete road over m’way bridge.

11. Cross narrow field and go thro’/across gate and bridge.
Veer slightly left up field, pool on left, to cross footbridge
with gates. Fwd, hedge right to k’gate. (back on Coventry
Way) Across field corner & thro’ gate in hedge ahead.

Cross bridge, fence left (castle earthworks), thro' gate &
over small bridge into field.

On reaching house on right “Five Oaks” continue for 130m
to reach a gate on right to a fishing pool area.

Direction of walk on map Right/Left

1.

Map No 17

Map No 18

Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom

1. With care cross over Wall Hill Rd, proceed up Windmill Lane.
2. Approaching Birchley Hall Fm the lane becomes a track, thro’ kissing gate left of
field gate, then in approx. 100m turn Right thro’ gate beside double metal gate.
3. Follow farm track to edge of wood, continue with wood on right to field corner.
4. Turn Right and follow fenced path on edge of wood, proceed with wood on right
ignoring stile on left. If path ahead is flooded, use small path on right alongside
barbed wire fence (boundary of wood) Beware of barbed wire.
5. Over stile at end of fenced path, forward to next stile.
6. Keeping wood on right continue and pass thro’ hedge gap, approx. 75m from
gap turn Left at Waymark Post, joining “A Heart of England Way’, across field to
take stiles and footbridge over Pickford Brook.
7. Continue forward and exit field through kissing gate and over footbridge onto
road (Harvest Hill Lane).
8. Turn Left to Ivy House Farm, turn Right over stile into field opposite the farm.
9. Continue with hedge on left over three fields and one final stile to the edge of
woods and thro’ kissing gate (Meriden Shafts).
10. Turn Left into sunken lane and after a short distance turn Right thro’ kissing
gate and walk down thro’ the woods.
11. Exit wood through kissing gate, then bear right over board walk and then climb
through two ‘horse jump’ fields.
12. Thro’ kissing gate in gap in hedge, left of wooden building, then with hedge on
left down field to exit thro’ another gate into road (Showell Lane).
13. Turn Right and in a short distance reach the ‘Green’ at Eaves Green.
14. At the ‘Green’ take the left hand fork (Eaves Green Lane), downhill.
15. Proceed under A45 and continue forward at junction with Walsh Lane to reach
the “Queen’s Head Pub”.
16. From pub, go up the steps to cross main road, take care, and go thro’ kissing
gate opposite, thro’ a short thicket to another gate and then continue uphill,
hedge left thro’ two fields and gates to churchyard (St Laurence’s, Meriden).

3. Fwd, tall hedge on right to cross gravel track and go
thro’ wooden kissing gate hidden behind tall hedge.
Fwd, holly hedge right to go thro’ narrow gap and
wooden k/g in hedge ahead.

2. Fwd, hedge right, passing pond on right (source of
Bridle Brook). Thro’ gate and cross bridge to left of
ruined barn. Fwd, hedge left thro’ various gates to
reach gravel at top of hill with farmhouse on right.
Thro’ wooden gate to left of field gate and cross more
gravel to go thro’ wooden gate on the right.

1. With care turn Left along road for 200m to reach “Bull
and Butcher” public house on left. Turn Right into
Watery Lane opposite pub and continue along the road
downhill and around a narrow section for approx’
1000m. When the road turns sharp right go through
kissing/gate on left.

Sherbourne Valley Way - Map No 19

5. Just before farm building on left turn Right thro kissing
gate and continue fwd hedge left.

4. Fwd along enclosed path with hedge right to reach and
go thro’ wooden kissing gate in hedge on right. Fwd
across field to left of double telegraph poles to reach
kissing gate in field corner. Thro’ gate and follow
round Left thro’ gate onto road (Bridle Brook Lane),
take care on the lanes. Turn Right down road for
approx. 600m and turn Left into Pikers Lane.

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

Sherbourne Valley Way - Map No 20

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

1. Fwd hedge left for three fields to reach farm area. Past house on right and
continue down track to pass bungalows on right and then another 100m to reach
road. Half Right across road to go thro’ kissing gate ahead.
2. Thro’ a second gate and aim for the pylon ahead to cross stile on left of it. Fwd,
hedge right, for approx’ 100m and shortly after gap in hedge cross stile on right.
Half Left down across field aiming for gap/gate in hedge ahead. Thro’ gap and
stay in same direction to cross stile in field corner. Immediately thro’ “closed”
field gate and fwd round path with pond on left to cross footbridge and thro’
kissing gate onto road (Washbrook Lane), take great care.
3. Turn Left along road for approx’ 300m and, taking care, cross over Browns Lane
into Butt Lane. Continue fwd approx’ 600m to reach Church Walk, turn Right
into Rectory Close and find church thro’ car park on left. On leaving the church,
turn Left out of the door, follow path thro’ churchyard to kissing gate, veer Left
to across field to kissing gate turn Right on track, 40m, to go thro’ kissing gate
on Right thro’ woodland cemetery field, fwd thro’ another field, hedge right to
reach kissing gate in corner of the field, go thro’ and cross brick bridge over river
4. Turn Right and with river on right go thro’ kissing gate, thro’ underpass and thro’
another kissing gate into field.
5. Cross field and thro’ kissing gate onto path thro’ small spinney. Cross bridge
(North Brook) pond on left and follow path round to the Right to cross second
bridge. Follow the path with river now on left.

5. Turn Left along Spon End, then first Left over old bridge
into Upper Spon Street, passing ruins of Lepers’ Chapel
on left. Shortly after Spon Gate School gates on left,
cross road with care and turn Right into Sherbourne

4. Turn Left along pavement and then Right into service
road signed “Superstore and Retail Park”. Continue on
path as it becomes “enclosed” and zig zags across the
river bridge to the “Arches Industrial Estate”. Continue
thro’ the estate to reach main road.

3. Continue fwd past shops on right. Immediately before
houses turn Right down track to go thro’ k’gate and turn
Left into Lake View Park. Continue fwd , river on right
to reach junction of Lake View Road with Four Pounds
Avenue. Cross road (dual carriageway) with care.

2. With river on right and school on left continue fwd on
grass to go thro’ zig zag rails, turn Right onto drive,
then over bridge to reach the main (Holyhead) road.
Turn Left along footpath to reach traffic lights. Turn
Right and with care cross road to corner opposite (river
can be seen over fence ahead). Turn Left to cross
Grayswood Avenue, taking care.

1. Follow path with river on left ignoring all paths to left and
right until path turns Left over bridge and river. Go thro’
kissing gate and turn Right.

Sherbourne Valley Way - Map No 21

9.

WELL DONE

Keep Right thro’ “Priory Place”, along bridge over water
feature follow path round Cloister Garden, over ancient
Cathedral ruins, Left over bridge, turn Right along
cobbles to reach Holy Trinity Or Left to reach old and
new Cathedrals.

8. Half Right taking care across “Burges” to enter
archway of “Palmer Lane” (right of “Godiva Tailoring”)
along cobbled lane (river visible behind railings on right),
bear Left and take care crossing “Trinity St” keeping
Sainsbury’s right, continue fwd to enter “Priory Place”
between the two bases of the “Whittle Arches”.

7. Continue fwd along enclosed pathway, ring road left,
(river visible over railings on right), passing “Sky Dome”
car park on right to reach brick-paved Spon St on right.
Along Spon St to reach St John the Baptist’s, Spon End
on left. Over pedestrian crossing, turn Left along
Corporation St. Continue on pavement, passing
“Coventry Telegraph” on left to reach “Burges”.

6. Half Right across road with care to enter paved footpath
on left of river. Continue fwd to reach and cross black
and white cast iron canal bridge then bear Left to cross
road. Down pathway ahead, turn Left to go thro’ two
subways and exit up steps on the left.

St. After last bungalow on left, turn Left onto path thro’
“Wellington Memorial Garden”, to reach the road.

Direction of walk on map Left/Right

COVENTRY LITANY OF RECONCILIATION
Following the bombing of the mediaeval Cathedral in 1940, Provost Howard had the
words 'Father Forgive' inscribed on the wall behind the Altar of the ruined building.
These words are used as the response in the Coventry Litany of Reconciliation,
which is prayed in the new Cathedral every weekday at noon (in the Ruins on
Fridays), and is used throughout the world by the Community of the Cross of Nails.

All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God.
The hatred which divides nation from nation, race from race, class from class,
Father Forgive.
The covetous desires of people and nations to possess what is not their own,
Father Forgive.
The greed which exploits the work of human hands and lays waste the earth,
Father Forgive.
Our envy of the welfare and happiness of others,
Father Forgive.
Our indifference to the plight of the imprisoned, the homeless, the refugee,
Father Forgive.
The lust which dishonours the bodies of men, women and children,
Father Forgive.
The pride which leads us to trust in ourselves and not in God,
Father Forgive.
Be kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, as God in
Christ forgave you.

Price £3
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